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See Diagrams (photos of wireframes)

Main Entry Page
• Issue: how to explain the concepts easily and visually
• Liked the ‘buddah’ animation with words floating over image
• Links to “login” (required/optional)

Light Box view
• Random selection of images
• Check boxes to pick
• See series of staged instructions (highlighted or greyed out depending on progress)

Single Image Page
• Nav at bottom (forward, back, lightbox)
• Staged instructions (as above – hide or not)
• “previous” → research question – is EDITING required?
  o Felt that terms that are added or deleted by users will be ‘committed’ when user leaves the page
  o BUT didn’t work out views of pages seen before within your session
• Cookies to id sessions from same machine
• Eliminate language choice?
• Moving to next by ..
  o Browse through museum-defined set?
  o → Administrative interface?
• Term entry in box
• Echo term back onto page
• Add delete besides term
• Add ‘ignore’ → make this different from just paging through
  o Ignore = those objects that people don’t understand
  o NEXT doesn’t impute meaning
  o IGNORE = data value

Post a reply
• User discussion / feedback / tell a story
• Community development tool
  o Logins are required --. To leave a comment you have to have an account
  o More incentive